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By the name of Allah the Compassionate the Merciful 

Multiple Sclerosis 
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What’s the Adjuvant ?! 

1. When the antigen isn’t strongly 

immunogenic or even not immunogenic 

at all then to have a good immune response 

we mix these weak  immunogenic antigens 

with adjuvant to rise their 

immunogenicity then the immune system 

would exist a strong immune response  , 

that why we use adjuvant in vaccinations  . 

2.  In other words the adjuvant is  

a substance which enhances the body's 

immune response to an antigen. 

 

 

 

Doctor’s Notes … 

  Multiple sclerosis “ MS “ is Type 4 hypersensitivity disease that measns it’s not dependent on 

the antibodies , but when we do some tests we notice that there is increase in the IgG?!  but what 

we mean by antibody dependent that if  there are no antibodies then the diseae wouldn’t occur ,in 

our case “ MS “ , the disease occur when there are auto reactive T cells  ! 

 It’s T cell-mediated autoimmune disease ;  TH1 cells attacking the myelin basic protein (MBP) 

in the CNS .  

 Remember that , Asthma , Anaphylactic shock and allergies are mostly TH2 mediated response. 

  SO , both TH1 and TH2 can be good and harmful . In other words  think of them as absolutely 

necessary ( in normal cases ) and as any other components in abnormal situations they are  

pathogenic  ; TH1 is important in leishmaniasis and cancer but it’s bad in case of MS . TH2 is 

needed in the parasitic infections but it’s bad in other cases “ mentioned above “ .  

 

 Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis   ( EAE ) : 

 Inject the mice with the myelin basic 

protein (MBP) { the target of the disease 

} in the  adjuvant causes a progressive 

paralysis affecting first the tail and hind 

limbs before progressing to forelimb 

paralysis and eventual death. 

  Inflammation of the brain and paralysis 

are mediated by T H 1( Mainly ) and/or 

T H 1 7 cells specific for MBP . { TH1 

and TH17 are pro inflammatory and 

secret several cytokines that contribute 

in the inflammation : INF-gamma , 

TNF-alpha and IL-17 } that produce 

effect mimicking the MS in those mice . 

  

   To prove that  MS is Type 4 hypersensitivity and Igs don’t play a critical role in , they do 

Adoptive T cell Transfer :  
 We bring two syngeneic mice with similar genetic background.  

  The 1st one already has EAE then we isolate the lymphocytes  then  isolate the 

specific  T cells ( specific for MBP )  .  

  Then inject these specific T cells   in the 2nd  mouse { does not have EAE } , this 

mice would develop EAE mimicking the MS .  

 That proves >> MS is a T cells mediated auto immune disease { T cells alone are 

sufficient to result in the MS } . 
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 EAE is very important because it’s the only way to study MS ; it’s really difficult to 

study MS on Human as we noticed in the case of the Vivie Warren , the progression of 

the disease is very slow , we need 8 years or more to study one case ! ,,, then we use the 

mice in this study for many reasons : short life span , fast breed  then we case study the 

MS in shorter time ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The mode of Action :  

It’s mostly the breakage of Blood Brain Barrier { tight barrier that won’t allow many of the 

immune cells to enter in }  .  When these T cells enter  the immune reaction take place , that will 

also cause complement activation , antibodies and cytokines >>  Demyelination occurs . 

 

*** very important note  : the antigens of the CNS are not available in plenty in the lymphoid 

tissue and thymus } then the –ve selection of the T cells is limited , that result in releasing many 

of auto Tcells in the circulation , then what can protect us from the MS ?! the perpheral 

tolerance mechanisms do that thankfully  , the most important mechanism is the T regulatory 

cells { who have defect T reg will go on mostly to develop MS }  
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The case of Vivie Warren : 

 Age of 29 years >>> the disease is not limited to the elderly it can occur at 

any age ! 

 oboe player , then she couldn’t be able to see the notes properly ,, notice that 

onset of disease is visual >> sudden loss of vision in one eye  { In Myasthenia gravis , dropping 

of eye and diplopia { double vision } }  

 when there is vision loss we have to think of two things : 

1. visual issues directly related to :  the strength of vision , the pressure of the eye , corneal 

and retinal structures  and so on >> it’s a job of ophthalmologist  

2. neurological issues >> taking a family history especially ask of MS , then do brain MRI 

and gadolinium … 

 what is Gadolinium pathway ?!  

 when we inject the patient intravenously with gadolinium, it will go to the sites of 

inflammation which are new lesions  and stain them with red color . the old lesions won’t 

be stained then they appear as yellow.. 

 the importance of gadolinium :  

 to show us the new lesions and where is the active inflammation >>>  more accurate ! 

 It helps to see the response to treatment , when we give the patient corticosteroid the 

lesion would shrink . 

 

 Treatment for 1st attack  >> Corticosteroid “ immunosuppressant  “>>> her vision return to 

normal and  the lesion become smaller . 

 3 years later she developed weakness of the muscles on the left side of her face that were 

innervated by the seventh cranial nerve.>>> the progression of the disease is slow . 

 Now the lumbar puncture is must >> no body want to try it but it’s necessary in this case  

 We also do Protein Electrophoresis ( PEP ) for both serum and CSF { Cerebrospinal fluid} but 

in multiple myelomas only for serum ! { to be discussed in more details later on in the sheet } 

 

 We also do CSF analysis { the proteins , lymphocytes , Immunoglobulin level >>> are they normal 

or abnormal ?! } in this case it’s found that there increase in the IgG level and the lymphocytes . 
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 Treatment for the 2nd attack >>> corticosteroid again and INF-Beta {{{  notice that we don’t 

use INF-gamma because it is mainly involved in the pathogenesis of the MS , if I give it to the 

patient I just worsen his state !!! }}} **very important  

 

 The inherence is related to MHC , specially is associated with HLA-DR2. It’s found that who 

have this HLA type are more able to present the components of myelin based proteins then MS . 

 

 Again, 3 years later , She developed nystagmus (rapid uncontrolled horizontal jerking eye 

movements when attempting to fix the gaze on something) { see this video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hby75sZSAvg } ,  ataxia (wide-based staggering gait) and 

sturring ( unable to speak properly ).  

 

 Treatment for the 3rd attack >>> strong corticosteroid therapy and cyclophosphamide >>> 

 it’s really aggressive disease , notice we use cyclophosphamide which is cytotoxic drug used in 

cancer therapy to kill those autoreative T cells . 

 

 How do the drugs given to the patient with MS work ? 

1. corticosteroid therapy >>> immunosuppressant  

2. cyclophosphamide >>>cytotoxic drug used to treat cancer . 

3. INF-beta >> unknown pathway ! 

 

 Now back to study the Protein Electrophoresis in MS , in more details >>  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 # Remember : the arrangement of proteins the electrophoresis : Albumin , alph1Globulins , alph2 

Globulins , beta Globulins then gamma Globulins .  

Albumin >> the most abundant 

protein and heaviest then it appears 

as the most thick band  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hby75sZSAvg
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 Protein Electrophoresis is used mainly to diagnose Multiple myelomas ; we see the M spike in the   

 Normally the gamma Globulins fraction is smeary “ Not Bands “.  why ?! 

 because there are polyclonal antibodies { with different isotypes , glycosylation, molecular 

weight } ,,, seeing a smear is a good thing ; if you see band then Monoclonal  Gammopathy  >> 

Multiple Myeloma or  monoclonal gammopathy for unkowon cause “ MGUS “ { may or may not 

progress into Multiple myeloma } . 

 In MS , we compare between the serum electrophoresis and CSF ; in normal situation  in the 

CSF the gamma fraction is clear  “no oligoclonal bands” but in MS patients the gamma fraction 

has oligoclonal bands “ NOT SMEARY “ this give s suggestion that immune cell infiltrate the 

CSF then those T cells activate other immune cells including some B cells which when 

activated they produce special kinds of immunoglobilins not found in the serum { These B 

cells are only active in the CSF not in the serum , that’s why they only  appear in CSF } that 

help in the diagnosis of MS .  

 

 The Diagnosis of MS : 

Depending on the clinical symptoms and lab studies on the CSF “its components of proteins , Igs 

, lymphocyes “  , PEP , MRI and gadolinium.  

It’s not an easy disease to diagnose unless you are a Good Doctor ! 

 

 In immunology , when you fed the antigen “ taking it orally “then the antigen actually can cause 

tolerization why ?!  

 because the gut try to produce tolerization to most thing enter to , logic ?! 

 imagine that  your body  produce immune response to anything you eat :O !! 

 

 some antigens that develop systemic diseases or disease in other tissues like MS in the 

myelin sheat can be given orally to mice these mice don’t develop MS ,,,the tolerization 

mechanism will spread to the lymphatic organs then suppress the immune response that 

caused the auto immunity >> this trial is Successful in Mice but not Human !  
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 You can think of it as a transient vaccination for autoimmune diseases :O ,,  

{ transient because the tolerization isn’t something genetic so they have to take these 

antigens continuously  specially for high risk patients } but that is unfortunately  not 

applied on human beings for an unkown  reason ! 

 

 EAE cannot be induced in mice lacking CD28 >>> CD28  important for Costimulation by 

binding to the costimulatory molecule on B cells “ b7 “, then if there is no CD28 then no 

costimulation  ,no activatiom then No disease ! 

 

 Mice which lack CTIA-4 develop EAE more readily >>> CTLA 4 is  important in the 

supression of the T cells >> then if it’s removed T cells won’t be suppressed and more active T 

cells >>> worsen the state in case of MS   

                                          

Sorry for any mistake ^^  

Shout out to my awesome squad <3  

Ayat M.Zghoul  

 

 

 


